SUPPLIES

Family Time Pocket Kit
from Anthology DIY
Journal Cards
Die cut shapes
Washi Tape
Word stickers
Nautical Navy Solid Core Cardstock
Snow White Solid Core Cardstock
Foam Mounting Squares
Tape Runner
Trimmer with perforation blade

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut 9” x 3 ½” piece of Nautical Navy cardstock. Score ¾” from left edge and 4 ¼” from right edge; fold and set aside for book.

2. Print coupon text on Snow White cardstock; set aside. Print Dad’s Coupons on Snow White cardstock; trim to 2” square; mat with Nautical Navy cardstock. Set aside.

3. For coupons, select desired small journal cards (3” x 4”). Trim coupon text to fit journal card’s design. Embellish with die cut shapes, such as stars, hearts, circles, and arrows and word stickers; adhere some with foam mounting squares. Using trimmer with perforation blade, cut approximately ¼” from left edge of each coupon.

4. Stack coupons in desired order, making sure left edges align. Insert inside book cover’s fold on left side; staple twice close to left edge so perforation is on right side of staple.

5. For cover, adhere matted Dad’s Coupons piece to striped journal card. Tear 3½” piece washi tape, trim in half to create thin strip, and attach to middle of cover. Adhere blue heart to orange heart. Adhere orange heart to top left corner of matted piece using foam mounting square. Tuck front cover into folded left edge.
Create the Look
Dad’s Coupon Book by Lisa Bearnson

SAMPLE

DAD'S
Coupons

TO DO:
Mow the lawn

Movie night